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 Hindi
I have studied the following in Hindi:-

 Syntax

 Correction of incorrect sentences

 Punctuation

 Decoration

 Idiom and proverbs

 Letter writing

 Oral expression

 Prefix and suffix

 Compound

 Essay writing

 Joining the words
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I like my Hindi class because our Hindi teacher teaches us so funnily.   

I have studied the 10th course and have given the test from 8 chapters.

I have written two essays and have given a test about essay on the villages 

of India. In some months I learnt to correct the incorrect sentences. 

On everyday of our class we go to the library to read books that we like.

I used to find it boring and nowadays I find it very interesting. After 

reading the story, I sometimes don’t understand the story.                         

I sometimes find it difficult to understand the wordings of the                       

story and ask the teachers. I have some difficulty in understanding the 

essays.

My handwriting has improved a lot but there are lots of spelling 

mistakes. I make my teacher check the spellings and my writing speed 

has improved. I need to improve my writing skills and spellings.
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Social Science
In Social Science I have completed political science and have done the 

tests. Now I am doing the history part of our book. I like social science 

because I feel refreshed and I answer the question of the teacher.

I sometimes don’t like my social 

science class because I feel sleepy and 

bored. But most of the times I like my 

social science class.

I like the History part because I learn 

about the fighters who fought for our 

freedom, and also the names of the 

British viceroys.

I have also given the test till the 13th

chapter in History.
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Math
In math I have completed till the 19th chapter. I like my maths class 

because when I feel like doing maths, I do well and I learn many things in 

geometry, integers and measurement in which I have to use many 

mathematical drawing instruments.

I sometimes don’t 

like to do maths and 

get bored and sleepy, 

but I always like my math's 

class. (!)
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English
In English I don’t talk in English (!) much and I talk in Hindi most of the 

times. Most of the times I don’t like the English class and I feel bored.  

In my English class I can     

speak English very fast       

and also memories it by 

mind(!).

in English I most of the     

times speak in English(!) 

and I like to speak in                

English because of the           

new words I learn while      

speaking. 
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I like to read and do nothing but read, in English I like to read            

about the freedom fighters from the comics of Amar Chitra Katha.           

I mostly like to read comics and the novels of the kings of the                                 

ancient times. 

I sometimes don’t know how to read the big words and the                

sentences but I can read confidently and sometimes don’t need         

the help of the teachers, I have improved in reading and I can read very 

fast. In English reading I have read the stories of Shakespeare who was 

a famous playwright and the stories I have read of shake sphere are:

 Hamlet- the prince of Denmark

 Merchant of Venice

 Julius Caesar

I like to read stories of Shakespeare because of the sentences he writes 

and I also feel like I can write like that.  

Reading
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 Writing
In writing I have to bring cleanliness and speed but I also like to write

essays in English and I can write the essay in the full speed and I can

imagine the things and I can write it in my notebook.

But I like to write because I

can write it nicely and I can

write very fast and I can

remember the things that I

wrote, and I can write it and I

can understand it.
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Poems
In the English class I also learnt the poems of Sri Aurobindo and I

remember them now. Some of the poems are:

 The blue bird

 The golden light

 Krishna

 The tree

I have performed dramas on the poems in the programmes, but I

sometimes don’t like to do poems and I like to do nothing in the class

where I do poems. But I can remember the poems in a day or two for the

poems are like the dialogue in a short play. That’s why I like the poems

class.
Story

I can write a story by imagination of my own brain and I can write it at full

speed and I can also do the writing of a play and I can write it, but I like

stories because I learn about the kings and queens of the past.
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Computer class
In my computer class I learn many things like notepad, excel and

PowerPoint. I have done many things like making clock. I always like my

computer class.

I don’t like when the children

shout and disturb our

computer teacher Ganesh

bhaiya. And I like it because I

don’t shout.

I like my computer class

because our teacher teaches

us how to make many

different things in notepad.
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Music class.
I like my music class because I can play many instruments like flute and 

keyboard. I can play many kinds of music on the keyboard and play any 

kind of village song on the keyboard. 

I can also play the flute and now I 

have left playing the flute and got 

used to playing the keyboard. 

I also practice the music we have 

learnt. 

I can also play the different              

village songs on the flute but I       

can also lay Bengali song son          

the keyboard, which is purano        

se diner kotha. On the keyboard           

I like to play this song. 
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Dance class
In dance class I learnt the dance on the song Vande Mataram. My friends 

and I performed this dance on Republic Day. I enjoy dancing but get 

scared to perform in front of the audience.

Now I am learning the dance          

of William power. In this dance I 

learnt a few break dance steps.

I also get bored when the song      

is not good and I don’t get the 

interest in the dances, and when I 

feel sleepy I don’t feel like dancing.

But I also enjoy dancing at dance 

time. I like to do break dances.
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Celebration
I don't like celebration but I have to celebrate and participate in the

programmes in our school. I sometimes like the celebrations but not

always.

I like to see the

jokes and the dramas

and to hear funny

dialogues and acting.

In some celebrations

I get bored and don’t

get the interest in

seeing.
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 Shramdan
In Shramdan I don’t like some duties, like toilet cleaning and yogasana.

In kitchen duty I like to see how to cook and I will learn cooking.

Many children don’t like

kitchen duty because they

have to sweep the floor and

sometimes I also don’t

Like the kitchen duty

because I also have to

sweep and wipe the floor.
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In toilet cleaning Shramdan, I don’t like it, because I have to clean the

toilets and the smell is too bad, and I don’t like it.

In the gardening Shramdan I

like to dig the soil or sweep

the leaves and I like to plant or

water the new plants.

In the yogasana duty I don’t

like it because I have to do

some boring work in the

garden.
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 Games
In games I like to play football, basketball and volleyball. I mostly like to

play football, in which I have improved my running and some hard

kicking, but I like to play football because I learnt many tricks on how to

take the ball to score a goal by making different styles and not letting the

ball go to the opposite team player.
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I have to pass and play with the team. I like basketball because I

like to shoot the basket from the half court line and the three-pointer.

I like to make baskets with my friends and with my team.
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Bhuvan Pukia….!
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